
Upgrade to SYNCHRO 4D from SYNCHO Pro and Workgroup Project (SWP)  

  

SYNCHRO 4D Pro has been released as a new desktop product in our construction cloud solution, which 

means that 4D planning, scheduling and visualisation have never been so collaborative or as affordable. 

SYNCHRO 4D Pro is included with a SYNCHRO 4D subscription.  

  

  
  

SYNCHRO 4D Pro includes the capabilities of SYNCHRO Pro plus cloud storage for project data via 

SYNCHRO Control, enabling you to create 4D content, review models and 4D schedules using a web 

browser, and perform model-based progress updates with the SYNCHRO Field mobile app.  

  

Best of all, you no longer need SWP because a SYNCHRO Control user can set up multiple cloudhosted 

projects for the price of a single subscription. SYNCHRO 4D Pro also includes the Iray plugin at no extra 

cost.  

  

A SYNCHRO 4D subscription is the optimal path for customers wanting cloud collaboration for 4D models, 

since these capabilities are delivered as a SaaS capability compared with a separate, and expensive, cloud 

hosting environment.  

  

  

Why have prices increased for older SYNCHRO applications?  

  

All future development will be on SYNCHRO 4D and on January 1 we raised the renewal subscription price 

for SYNCHRO Pro and SWP to reflect the extra work needed to maintain the legacy software, and the 

hosting costs for SWP. We will continue to support the legacy products in accordance with Bentley’s 
Legacy Support Policy.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



What are the benefits of upgrading to a SYNCHRO 4D subscription?  

  

• A SYNCHRO 4D subscription allows your entire project team to access the same construction digital 

twin from SYNCHRO 4D Pro (desktop), SYNCHRO Control (web), and SYNCHRO Field (mobile)  

• SYNCHRO 4D includes SYNCHRO Control and SYNCHRO Field at no extra cost.  

• SYNCHRO Modeler is included in the price, enabling you to create a construction model from a design 

model, and producing accurate, repeatable quantity-take offs while eliminating costly remodeling.  

• Instant-on, secure cloud to enable the 4D digital twin as a single source of truth, with easy set up.  

• Single sign-on for web, mobile and desktop.  

• Comprehensive role-based access control to manage project permissions  

• 4D web viewing with impressive performance in SYNCHRO Control, which means that SYNCHRO 

OpenViewer (on a BIM workstation) is no longer needed for anyone wanting to view 4D content. Iray 

is also included at no extra cost.  

• Includes cloud collaboration for multiple projects at no extra cost, using SYNCHRO Control, compared 

with SWP that required a separate subscription for each project.  

• Your SYNCHRO 4D subscription provides access to the full range of SYNCHRO services and 

applications at no extra cost, including the soon-to-be-released SYNCHRO Cost and SYNCHRO 

Perform.  

  

Ready to test your SYNCHRO models in a browser? Register a free 30-day demo project at 

https://construction.bentley.com. Go to Administrator> Import iModel and create a new iModel by 

uploading your .sp file.  

  

  

How will this affect my current projects?  

  

If you are using only SYNCHRO Pro then you can move to SYNCHRO 4D at any time. However, existing 

projects that are using SYNCHRO Pro and SWP should continue using the current software through to the 

end of the project. We do NOT recommend mid-project upgrades. If you do want to upgrade SWP to a 

SYNCHRO Control project, please contact synchrosupport@bentley.com for advice. You can find more 

detailed information on the Bentley Communities site: Migrating from the old SYNCHRO apps  

  

  

How do I move to the latest software?  

  

Simply contact your Account Manager at Bentley and they will do the rest.  

  

  

Have questions?  

  

For help or advice about upgrading to the latest SYNCHRO 4D solution simply contact us and talk to one 

of our SYNCHRO specialists.  
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